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ABSTRACT: 

This is one of a series of papers interested mainly in the overall transient behaviour of integrated 
power systems. \Vith a target of introducing the whole system in a synchronous machine-wise frame 
of reference: the subject paper is devoted for derivation of an expression for the long line as a 
machine-terminal constraint. Five versions for long line representation are proposed in an 
operational impedance matrix form.These can be left for further investigation for selection of the 
optimum. although the author recommends the fifth one.Modification of line parameters due to 
inclusion of other distributed and lumped parameter series or shunt elements are discussed.Besides. 
available methods in literature for calculations of voltage and current vectors at any point along the 
line are given. 

LIST OF SYMBOI.S

[ J' z 

i, V 

I. V

Matrix. and impedance matrix. 
lnstantanous current and voltage at any point along the line. 
Fourier transforms of current and voltage. 
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distance along the line. 
Caracteristic and surge Impedance respectively. 

Line constant matrices per conductor per unit length. 
Longitudnal impedance and shunt admittance per conductor per unit length. 

eigen values determining propagation current and voltage modes. 

Four terminal network parameter matrices. 

1. INTRODUCTION

The general behaviour of a power system is defind during the transient. dynamic and steady state 
periods.Analysis of an integrated power system's beha.viour makes it desirable to recognize three 
distinct periods: 

i) A surge pericd in which travelling wave effects predominate and in which system elements are
represented by their surge impedances. 

ii) A dynamic period which is transitional between the surge period and the steady state and is
characterized by variable's variations in an enveloppe which varies aperiodically with time. 

iii) And lastly. the steady state period.
It is justifying to note, however. that such classification may become inadequate now.The use of

exciters with automatic control whose action is dependent of first. second and /or higher de;ivativcs 
of the controlled variables may make it necessary to allow for wave propagation in a long 
transmission line simultaneously with the dynamic transient phenomena. 

J 

One aspect to realize such a step, is to introduce a 3-phase long line with its series and shunt 
elements in a convenient impedance-or admittance-matrix form.Solutiorr of this terminal's 
impedance matrix with the generator's differential equations can give the required solution of the 
problem. 

2. REVIEW OF AV ALI ABLE METHODS

For the purpose of involving wave propagation phenomena, the terminal elements are divided 
into two types namely; those whose parameters are essentially lumped. such as transformers. 
reactors and capacitors: and distributed: like transmission lines and cables.Idealy the method of 
transient calculations should be capable of representing both lumped and distributed parameters. in 
addition to the effect of nonlinearities which may be involved equally well.However and up to 
author's knowledge, there methods of calaulations (2) are avaliable in literature. 

(a) The lumped parameter method in which lines and cables are represented by artificial lines
made up of lumped elements in a series of "T" or "n" sections.One of the solutions is
to write down the differential equations of the individual elements. then these are digitally
solved by Runge-Kutta or any similar routine.However. although this method is accurate
when applied to elements having lumped constants, but error is introduced by the 
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representation used for lines and cables.The artificial line used behaves in more or less 
exactly the •same way as the actual line for a particular frequency only but not convenient 
for genernlization. 

lbl The Fourier transform method which requires the calculation of response of the connected 
system o\'cr a range of frequencies and the use of the inverse Fourier transform to calculate 
the system ·s time response.In this met hod. a three phase line's equation must first be 
transformed into another set of components which have no mutual coupling between 
them.The propagation coefl1cients for each of the components or modes may then be 
calculated as for the single phase line.To perform such transformation. again it is necessary 
to calculate the eigenvalues of the transmission coefficient matrix y(w) = Z(w) . 
Y(wl.llowever.due to the much involved operations, this method is not always considered the 
most favourite. 

(cl The tnl\'elling wave methods which arc principally based up on the solution of transmission 
line partial dilTcrential equations.Two of which in wide use are;solution of the line voltag� 
and current equations by laplacc transform method. and the second hy 1he well known 
lattice diagram method.In this latter method which is widely used for digilal computation of 
S\\'itching transients; lines and cables arc specified by their surge travel times and surge 
impedance matrices.Reflected and refracted voltage and current \\'a\·t·s at junctions of 
terminations arc calculated by the use of reflection and refraction rncflkicnts.ln this method. 
lumped clements arc represented by transmission line stubs i.e. shorl lines which are �hortcd 
at remote ends. or open circuited. or inl1nitcly long lincs.llowc\'Cr. due to the presence of I he 
synchronous generator. this method will not he typically applied. 

3. ADOPTED METHOD

Due to complex function of the synchronous machine involved with its associated regulators. 
hence a thorough analysis probibits its representation by a lumped rcactancc (or impedanccl 
ystcm.So for a synchronous generator-wise solution it is assumed that the generator will look to 

the line as if it were a three phase clement represented by its characteristic impedance (surge 
impedance: for perfect earth) in matrix operational form.This is right so long as voltage and current 
at any point along the line; including its sending end: are related always by its surge impedance.The 
t>1T1Xt of intermediate lumped series and shunt clements will be involved by modifying the line
COC15tants; and consequently its surge impedance matrix.Once the surge impedance matrix is
obtained in operational form: it can be solved simultaneously with the generator's dilTerential
t'quations in any selected machine ·s frame of reference. as will be seen in the accompanying paper.

4.TRANSMISSION LINE EQUATIONS

The involved transmission line is assumed to be three phase and competely transposed.The 
11lagnitude of the distributed parameters associated with each conductor is considered to be the 
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same for a\\ conductors considering the case balanced components of potentials and currents. then 
the differential equations describing the electromagnetic waves on the transmission line will be: 

and 

Where 

o V o I
--=L.-+R.1 

ox ot 

oi oV 
--=C.-+G.V 

ox ot 

( 1) 

(2) 

i and V are column matrices of line currents and voltages respectively. 

Where Ls
M 
u 

C 

R = R U ,L = L U = (Ls - M) . U

is line self inductance per unit length 
is line mutual inductance per unit length 
is a unit 3 x 3 matrix. 
is a square symmetrical matrix whose main diagonal elements are equal to C. i.e. line 

capacitance to ground per unit length. and the sub-diagonal elements are "c" i.e. line 
capacitance between any pair of conductors per unit length. 

G is a square symmetrical matrix whose main diagon:al elements are equal to G i.e. line 
conductance to ground per unit length and the sub-diagonal elements are "g" i.e. line 
conductance between any pair of conductors per unit length. 

Linc surge impedance matrix is giyen by: 

where 

and 
Y = G + PC 

Z = R + PL 

d 
P designates -. 

dt 

(3) 

(4a) 

(4b) 

Obtaining 20 rigorously and explicity in operational form is very difficult if not impossible. What 
already published in this concern was given by reference (1) for a single frequency. 

5. DERIVATION OF AN APPROXIMATE EXPRFSION

FOR (Y Z) 112

Let us assume; approximately that: 
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(Y Z) 112 
= P M + N

(5) 

Squaring both sides of this last equation and substituting from (4a) and (4b). we get:

(G + p C) . (R + PL) = (P M + N)2

Equating corresponding terms on each side. we get the following identities, which should be

consistent: 

a) l\12 
= CL = I, C (6a) 

b) M N + N M = C R + G L = R C + L G (6b) 

c} N 2 = G R = R G (6c) 

It is clear that. we have three equations and two unknown matrices. namely M and N . and 

hence solution is indeterminate. 

However. some assumptions can be made. which result in a solvable set of equations.These may 

be:-

l} Assume R =0. and from equations (6c) and (6b). this will lead necessarily to the identity G =

O.Thus. we have only one equation (6a) in one unkown matrix M.
Solving this latter will yield:-

M 

M = m 

m 

h 
JL(C + 3c) 

w ere M = 
± --'-------

2 

m 

M 

m 

and m  = - JL(C-c)± 
JL(C + 3c) 

2 

m 

m 

M 

(7a) 

(7b) 

However. this assumption. will lead to imbigiousity while calculating currents and voltages at 
other points along the. line. due to discard of R and G. hence attenuation effect. 

2) Assumption ( 1) can be refined by taking the resistance and leakance matrices outside the line.
a·s a lumped series impedance and shunt admittance matrices respectively.
Although expected results will be better than first assumption. yet it will lead to zero
attenuation results for the artificial line.

3) Assume a value for G matrix. matched with the R matrix such that equation set (6) reduces to
only two.rn other words, let us proceed as follows:

From equation (6a) we get:
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From equation (6c) we get: 
M = LI /2 Cl /2

N = RI /2 GI /2
a 

Where G is assumed value matched with R to obtain only two equation set. 
Substituting for M and N into (6b), we get: 
L.H.S = (RL) 112 { C 112 G� n + G� 12 • C 1 '12

R.H.S = R C + L Ga .

Thus equality of both sides of equation (6b) necessitates the assumption that both the C and 
Ga matrices should be diagonal ones.Such an assumption may lead to serious errors as the
nondiagonal elements of above mentioned matrices may be quite appreciable with respect to 
diagonal elements. 
Hence this assumption will be rejected. 

4) Assume the following hybrid method:
ii - Assume a part of resistance R. let, it be denoted by r'. as a distributed element.The remainder: 

for all the line i.e. l(R - r') as a lumped element.Value of r' will be determind sooner. 
ii - Assume that the conductance matrix is imparted into a distributed parameter one given by:-

G ga ga 

Ga = ga G ga 

ga ga G 

and a lumped parameter matrix given by: 

0 gb gb 

Gb = gb 0 gb 

gb gb () 

Where 
ga is mutual conductance per phase per unit length and will be calculated sooner. 
gb = g - ga

From equations (6a). and (6c) respectively we get: 
M m m N n n 

M = m 
m 

M m 

m M 

. and N =

40 

n 

n 

N n 

n N 

(8a) 
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where: 

JL(C + 3c)
M=±...;..._ __ _,;__ 

m = - JL(C- c) ± JL(C + 3c)
2

Jr' (G + 3 ga) N = 
± ..;._ __ ___;;;._ __ 

-----Jr'(G + 3ga) n = - Jr' (G - gal ± ..;._....,;_ _ _.::;_...:..__
2 

From equation (6b). we have 
M N + N M = LGa + r' C

From this last equation. we get the following versions Either:-
M N = LGa

and NM = r' C 
Or M N  = r' C 
and NM = L Ga
Substituting from equation ( 6a) and ( 6c) into ( lC)a). we get: 

MN = ✓L- c l fl. ✓?"Ga I/}.

= 
✓---

c
111 G

111rL . a 

But. from equation ( 1 Oa). we have 

Thus 

MN= LGa

LGa =�-cl /2 G!'l

But squaring both sides of this last equation. we get:-

r' 
Ga= (-) .C

L 

(8b) 

(8c) 

(8d) 

(8e) 

(Y) 

( }()a) 
(IObJ 
(10c) 
( I Od) 

( I I ) 

It can be easily proved that equation (12) will be arrived at by trying any of versions ( 10b), ( 10c) or 
( lOd). 

From equation (12 ). we can wr ite down:-
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G ga
ga

G ga 
ga

G ga 
ga

r' 
i.e. G = (-).C 

From which r' can be calculated 

and 

Summary of this method is given as:-

C 

r' 
=(-) C 

L 
C 

L 
r' = (-).G 

r' G 
g = (-) . C = (-) . C a L G 

The actual line simulated hybridly by:-

C 

C C 

C C 

(13) 

(14) 

i - Artificial distributed parameter line with inductance and capacitance parameters as the actual 
line, but with resistance diagonal matrix with elements r' given by equation ( I 3 ). The 
conductance matrix, having the actual line diagonal elements, but with subdiagonal elements 
&a given by equation (14).

ii - A lumped series diagonal 3 x 3 matrix given by I r' U where U is 3 x 3 indentity matrix. 
iii - A lumped shunt admittance 3 x 3 matrix whose diagonal elements ·are zero. and subdiagonal 

elements or l(g - ga).
5) Another, hybrid method similar to method (4) but with the exception that the subdiagonal

elements of the conductance matrix· of the artificial line are assumed to be the same as the
actual line. The main diagonal elements of artificial line will be assumed to be Ga.

Thus, repeating procedure mentioned in method (4) we
get:-
For the distributed parameter artificial line 

Ga g 

g 

g 

and for the lumped parameter conductance matrix:--
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\\'here: Gb = G - Ga
front equations (6a). and (6c). respectively we get: 

N = ± Jr'(Ga + 3g)
2 

n=-Jr' (Ga-g) ± Jr'(Go +3g)

2 

( I Sa) 

( I Sb) 

M. and m are the same given by  (8b) and (8c) respectively. Proceeding as above. we finally get:

and 

r' = L.(!.) 

r' g 
Ga = (-) .C = C.(-)

L c 

Summary of this method can be given as:
The actual line can be hybridly simulated by:-

C 

(Io) 

f I 7) 

i) Artificial distributed-parameter line the inductance and capacitance parameters of which arc as
the actual line. but with resistance diagonal 3 x 3 matrix with element r' gi\·cn by equation
(6). The conductance matrix. having diagonal elements Ga given by equation ( I 7). but \\'ilh
the actual line subdiagonal elements.

ii) A lumped series per phase resistance given by l(r - r').
iii) A lumped shunt conductance of admittance per phase given by I (G - Ga).

Although the five methods. mentioned above, need more investigation. yet it seems to the
author that the fifth method is the most favourite. as it imparts the line into an artificial 
distributed-parameter line and a lumped diagonal matrix element. which allows to be easily 
combined into perphase values of the other lumped elements. Besides, it gencraily deos not 
involve matrices with zero diagonal elements ( like metohd ( 4) ), which may make time of 
computation more lengthly. 

6. CALCULATION OF VOLTAGF.S AND CURRENTS ALONG

TIIE LINE 

After decomposition of a line a lumped element and an artificial distributed parameter line: the 
equations of system as a whole. are solved simultaneously with the generator -t: s equations to 
find out the generator -t: s terminal voltage and line current. The line sending end voltage and 
current are consequently found out at any time. Voltage and current at any point along the 
line: at a definite time can be found after the equations (l) and (2) are transformed by Fourier 
transformer into:-
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and 

where 

and 

V = 

,X 

Z(w) = R(w) + jwL(w) 

Y(w) = G(w) + jwC(w) 

dVX

dx 

dlx
-

dx 

== 

== 

Z(w).lx

Y(w). Vx

I == 
X 

Z(w) = R(w) + jw L(w) 
Y(w) = G(w) + jw C(w) 

( 18a1

(18b) 

·u is worth.mentioning here. that ari approximation is made here whrn assuming that voltages
and currents are purely sinusoidal w_ith a single frequency.
Equations (18a) and {18b) can be combined into the matrix form:-

vx 0 z .vxd 
(19a) dx 

I 
.x 

X 0 I 
X 

which is the state transition equation: 

d 
-X=AX ( 19b) 
dx 

where 

v
x 0 z 

X= 
A= (19c) 

v
x y 0 
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Eqt1ation (I%) has the solution: 

X = c-x.A. X 0 (20) 

where X
0 

is the vector ccntaining the voltage and current at line sending c�d. 
The calculation of the state transition matrix e·"can be carried out in several ways (6). Up to 
author's knowledge three possible ways can be applied: the direct expansion. the use of eigcn 
values and eigenvectors. and the use of sylvcstcr formula. The direct expansion is not 
recommended due to slow conversion of exponential series (Appendix I). 
The Sylvester formula yields an efficient method for calculating the transition matrix ex ''· 
(Appendix II).

The eigen values and eigcn vectors of matrix A (order(,) can be related to the cigcn values and 
cigcn vectors of the transmission coefficient matrix Z Y (order 3). However. when this 
technique is applied. the cigen values. eigen vector method becomes more efficient than the 
Sylvester method. 
Using this technique. yields the solution (Appendix Ill). 

where 

H(x) K(x) 

D(x) E(x) 

G(x). K(x). D(x) and E(x) arc given in equations (48b) up to (48c). 

(21) 

Thus. one can summarize the calculational process of a synchronous machine with connected 
long line at its terminal as: 

i - The line is considered as imparted into a lumped clement and an artificial line whose 
characteristic (surge) impedance Z can be easily calculated in the operational form. For this 

0 

purpose. equation sets ( 5) and ( 1 5a) up to ( I 7) arc proposed for the artificial line. 
ii - The synchronous machine ·s equations can be solved simultaqeously. with the line: represented 

as mentioned in (i): as a terminal constraint to give the line sending and receiving end 
variables with travelling wave transients involved. Detail of this step will be given in the 
accompanying paper. 

iii - Voltage and current vectors at any point along the line are calculated by equations (20) and 
(21 ). 

7. INCLUSION OF OTHER CONNECTED ELEl\'1ENTS

In usual cases. other series or shunt clements are connected with the long line, and hence the 
above mentioned equations should be modified to take into account the effects these connected 
clements. These arc calssificd here into three types; nacly: distributed parameter clements 
(lines or cables): series lumped clements (such as series connected reactors. transformers and 
capacitor banks):and shunt lumped clements (such as loads, shunt reactors, shunt capacitors. 
voltage transformers and generators). 
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7 .1 Distributed Parameter Elements: 

For an element (line or cable) of length pq connected between points P and q. the current-
voltage relation at both ends of the line is given by (see Appendix IV). 

= (22) 

where: 
lpq is vector containing the set of line currents flowing at end p towards q.

V p is vector containing the set of phase to ground voltages at bus bars p.

F pg' Gpq. Gpq and F qp are 3 x 3 matrices given by equations set ( 54a) and ( 54b).

Thus. for any number of distributed parameter elements connected to bus bar p. the 
admittance matrix T pp is given by 

and 

(2 3) 

(24) 

The summation in equation ( 2 3) is carried out over all the lines connected to bus bar p.

Ypa is equal to O if there is no connection between bus bars p and bus bars q.

7.2 Series Elements: 
An element connected between bus bars p and q can be represented in a similar form as 

in equation (22). The parameter matrices F . F and G can be claculated from the 
1 . . h b d 

pq 
. 

qp 
h 3P I b equiva ent c1rcU1t or t ey can e measure . In case t at tue series e ement is. or can e 

replaced by an impedance Zpq· these parameters matrices take the values 

(2 5) 

These parameter matrices can now be incorporated in the Y matrices of equations ( 2 3) and 
(24). 

If an el�ment connected between bars p and q: has the parameter matrices F pg . F pg· Gpq
and Gpq: 1s connected in series with an element qn. having the parameter matrices Fqn' F nq· 
Gqn and Gnq' then we shall be have the current-voltage relation: 

I p Fpq Gpq 0 VP 
lq = Gqp Fqp + Fqn Gqn vq (26) 

In 0 Gnq F nq vn 
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Eliminating V 
q

' and remembering that I
q 

= O, finally get:

= 

F ' pn

G' np

where: 
1 Fp'n = Fpq - Fpq (Fqp + Fqnl- Gpq

Fn'np = Fnq - Gnq (Fqp + Fqnl-1 Gqn

F 
-1 

Gp'n = (Gpq ( qp + F qnl Gqn

' - G (F F -lG Gn p - nq qp + 
qnl qp

G' pn 

F' np

(27a) 

(27b) 

(27c) 

(2 7d) 

(27e) 

The combined element can be incorporated in the Y matrix as mentioned before. 

7.3 Shunt Elements: 

A shunt element connected to the bus bare p and �, admittance. Y equal to the inverse of its 
impedance matrix can be included in the Y matrix by adding th� s��matrix Y to the revelant 
diagonal matrix.Also. if a network can be divided' into two independent part�: the equivalent 
impedance of one part can be treated as a shunt clement to the other. 

CONCLUSION 

I) Five methods are proposed here to take into account travelling wave effects of a long line 
while investigation· of transient behaviour of an integrated power system contituting a
synchronous machine.The one which is recommended by the author imparts the long line into
an artificial distributed parameter line plus a lumped series resistance plus shunt conductance
element.

2) The paper gives a general survey of available methods for calculation of voltages and currents
along the line in terms of its ·sending end values, and recommends the eigen values eigen
vectors method for such type of problems.

3 J It discusses cases of inclusion of more than one long line connected to !he system: of 
connected series and shunt clements upon the changes of system's parameters. 

llowever, how to calculate the line's sending end values is the problem which is solved in the 
<1ccompanying paper. 
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APPENDIX I 

EVALUTION OF I AND V BY DIRECT EXPANSION (2) 

By transforming equations (1) and (2) into Fourier domain. we get: 

and 

where 

dV 
- = Z(wJ.I

dx 

di 
-- =Y(w).V 
dx 

Z(w) = R(w) + jw L(w) 

Y(w) = G(w) + jw C(w) 

Su_multaneous solution of equations (28a). (28b) gives:

d2V 

and 

-- = Z(w). Y(w). V 
dx2 

d2 1 
- = Y(w).Z(w).I 
dx2 

Equations (29a) and (29b) are solved by assuming a solution of the form:-

and 

(28aJ 

128bJ 

(29al 

(2%1 

I 30al 

( 30bl 

where '-e and \ arc square matrices. refercd to as propagation constants. T. and W arc column
matrices of voltages and currents at line's sending end. 

The cxponcntional function can be expanded by Caylcy-Hamilton theorm I 7): 
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Xl - ),l--+ ......... . e 
3

1 

Taking the x derivative. we get:

dx 

X 
= - ' 11- 11.--''c I C 

11

xi x'
+ '-�--.- '-�--+ ........

21 31 

and the second derivative of V and I yield:-

and 

dl\f 

--= i.1• V 

dx1 e 

Substituting from equation ( 32) into ( 29a). we get: 

').l V = Z(w) . Y(w) . V C 

Ag.iin substituting from equation ( 3 3) into (29b) we obtain:-

''i I = Y(w) . Z(w) . I 

llcncc. '·c and \ arc now calculated to be: 

(31
) 

I 32

(331 

1
"hit·h ntn ·be substituted into equation ( J J J to get tbe rcqu ircd .. stalc tr:ansi1ion. matrix. Simularly.

4!J 
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"-j = ( Y(w). Z(w) )1 fl

APPENDIX II 

EVALUTION OF I AND V BY SYLVESTER FORMULA (2,7) 

The expansion of the exponential function is given by: 

where 

f designatis i.e 

and AK . \ are the eigen values of Ar·

U is 3 x 3 identity matrix. 

(341 

(35) 

For three conductor line. three distinct characteristic roots· (eigen values) will exist for each of ),e .
and A .. 
Let these for "f be A1and A1and A+ then:-

Thus. substituting into equations ( 30a) and ( 30b) . we get the voltage and current vectors at any 
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point along the line. 

APPENDIX III 

F.\'i\LUATION OF TRANSITION MATRIX cxA BY THE EIGEN VALUES 

�\ETHOD (1.4,5,6) 

To calculate the transition matrix .the cigen values and eigcn vcttors of the stale matrix A arc 
calculated.However. it has been proved that the eigen values of it has been proved that the eigcn 
\"alues of the A matrix arc the positive and negative square roots of the cigen values of the 
transmission coeftkient matrix Z .Y ( 7).This rcduce_s the computation time considerably since the 
transmission coetncicnt matrix is of the order 3. while that of the state matrix is h.To find the 
relation between the eigcn vectors of the state matrix t\ and the eigen vectors of the transmission 
coefficient matrix Z.Y. let us proceed as follows: 

I.ct us denote the eigcn values of the matrix Z Y by ).f. ),1. 1.1. and let tis slorcthem in the diagrnd
matrix Q1.The corrcspondii1g cigen vectors stored in the matrix (] colum11wist:.Q and Q! satisfy the
relation:

z y Q= Q Q! ( 3 '1 I

The cigcn vt:ctors matrix to the matrix A is denoted by P and is divided into four 3 x 3 square

matrices P, . P1. P 1 and P •. 
Thus .the cigen values equation of matrix A will be: 

() z p I I'! p I 

= 

\' 0 F 1 p 4 1'1 

where Q is a di,1gonal matrix containing ),, . '•1 and 1-1• 

Equation ( 37) gives the equation set:-

and 

From equation ( 38c) we get:-

SI 

P1 

P. 

() 

0 n 

( 3 71 

( 38a l 

( 38bl 

(38c) 

( 38d) 

(39) 
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Substituting p1 from equation (39) into (38a) and postmultiplying by n yields: 

(40) 

Comparison between equations (40) and (36) shows that P• is the eigen vector matrix z 
Y.Calculation of P1 •  P1 and P� from equations ( 38b) . ( 38d) and ( 39) gives the eigen vector matrix
P of the state matrix A as:

Q Q 

p = (-t I I 

z-
1
0 n xz-1 Q Q

To calculate p-1, then Pis divided into four 3 x 3 submatrices S, . S1 • S I and s� . which sari�fy the 
relation: 

Q Q 

(-Z-' Q il) 

where Li and O are 3 x 3 unit and zero matrices prespectively. 
Solving this last equation for Si . i = 1.2. 3.4 yields:

u 

0 

0 

(42) 

Li 

(43) 

But .as P: which is denoted by the modal matrix: is containing the eigen vectors of matrix A as 
mentioned above:then it should satisfy the relations:-

AP= P Q (44) 
and 

(45) 

Substituting from equations (41) and (43) into (45) . we get:-

Q cas h (x!l) Q-1 Q n- • sin h (X il) 0- 1 Z 

(46) 

z- I Q sin h (x Q) 0-1 Z- 1 Q cos h (X il) Q- 1 Z
B�t ,it has heen shown in reference (2), that the surge impedance Z0 = Zc (for perfect earth). and is
given by: 
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substituting from equation ( 4 7) into ( 46) wc finally: 

H(x) 

O(x) 

H(x) = cos h x (Z Y)112 

K(x) = sin x (Z Y)112 . z 0

D(x) = Z - I sin h x (Z Y)112 0 

E(x) = Z0 - I cos h x (Z Y)1 11 Z0

APPENDIX IV 

K(x) 

E(x) 

DERIVATION OF CURRENT-VOLTAGE RELATIONS ALONG A LINE (4,5.6) 
Re-writing equation (20): 

X = cxA _ X
R 

and for line connecting bus bars p and q, wc havc:-

V I ·v II 

p 
= exA.

I 

q 

pg qp 

S b t·t 1- r xAfrom equation (21) into (49) we get:-
u s I u mg 1or e 

V 
p

I 
pq

= 

H(x) 

D(x) 

K(x) 

E(x) 

.'. lpq = D(x). V q + E(x). Iqp
But VP = H( x). V + K(x). I p 
or lqp = K-1(x).

q
{V - H(xj. V q 

Substituting from ( 50b) lnto ( 50a), we get:-
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(47) 

(48a) 

(48b) 

(48c) 

(48d) 

(48e) 

(20) 

(49) 

(50b 
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l
pq 

= D(x). V 
q 

+ E(x) K-1(x) V 
p - E(x) K-1(x;) H(x) V 

q

=iD(x) .... E(x) K-\x). H(xJ"
q 

+ E(x) K-1(x) VP 
Combining the current vectors into one matrix we obtain:-

= 

Substituting from the set of equations (48b) up to (48e) into (52) we get: 

= 

where: 
F - F - z- 1 o n h( n I o 1

pq 
-

qp - pq pq pq cot pq pq) ( pq

and 
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